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Abstract

Year 2008. Nowadays, more and more, the network becomes the basis of our life. Every single task in a normal day could 
be related to some type of digital data, whether be watching the TV or making the dinner. The fact is that everything is 
becoming “digital” and connected to the network. In that sense, for redesigning the digital  world for the future in the 
next years, will be so important to carry out a hard research activity in these fields. 

Media Layer is the new media networking paradigm, it tries to redesign the networks communication in order to sup-
port the creation, sharing, distribution… of any kind of content, media or data, as a service or as a resource, between 
people and people and between people and machines. The philosophy of Media Layer is to become the de facto trans-
port standard for everything, working in the most efficient possible way for both, data and multimedia content, in order 
to transform the network into the Lab where the whole humankind could work together, think together, innovate to-
gether. 

Starting from the simple idea that a network able to guarantee the media restrictive requirements in a live transmission 
or in a videoconference (delay, jitter, integrity…), only with some modifications could also guarantee at least the reliabil-
ity for all  kind of traffic. In this paper the current network is analyzed and its evolution towards a network for  the peo-
ple, a network ready to be the basis of the human communication, is forecasted.

Keywords - future network, media, network architecture, media layer, data, transport stream 

Section I. Introduction

Imagine a world, a knowledge society, where everyone could develop his capabilities through an advanced digital envi-
ronment, a supernetwork, where he/she could create, deposit and spread any kind of signal, audio, video, text, in any 
kind of quality and quantity. Imagine a  network as an open studio for creation, a distributed laboratory for discovery, a 
global workshop for invention. The Internet as the Lab where the whole humankind could work together, think together, 
innovate together. Remember the Noosphere idea of Vladimir Vernadsky [1].

A first step in that direction is to reduce the cognitive barriers to achieve this goal. The Internet we know today is still the 
Internet for the literate people, knowing an international language and able to write on a keyboard. Increasingly, natural 
language and high quality video are flooding the Internet, allowing any community and individual to be on the net. A 
new Internet is emerging, the Internet of speech and vision. The audiovisual industry is coming to the Net. But this is 
only the starting point. They still are looking for audience or spectators. Beyond audiovisual territory, a new media 
world is coming.

The people's media: people on the net can talk not only listen. They can act through their own images and visions, not 
only look at the images from others. This is not an audiovisual Internet for entertainment anymore. This is a new media 
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network for entertainment, work, well-being, discovery, create, innovate, in thousands of languages from billions of 
people from all over the planet. Definitely, people are the new driving force in the design of future Internet. Never be-
fore, the “media world” thought in this kind of environment, neither the telecom nor the computer world.

In this environment, new user requirements are changing deeply the architecture of the network. Now a new architec-
ture for this new media network that enables the Lab that will be the Internet is needed. From the technical point of view, 
a network able to transport whatever type of data from to everywhere at every time in a reliable and fast way and trans-
parently for the user is required.  

Nowadays, the digital society behavior is based on getting more and more digital content as a cultural bad disease. In 
that way, the question is; why the same content is replicated in every home today when what the people really want, is 
to watch a movie, to listen a song, or to read a piece of news in a concrete moment of the day?  People do not need to 
store all the content on the world, although they need/want to generate, distribute their own content and consume any 
content of the world at any time. So, a new behavior is needed in a world where each content will be only kept for his/
her author, where could be gotten any from any other user; of course, following some access policy, wherever and when-
ever was wanted. This is the point and it’s our final target to get a network architecture that supports this type of service 
to the users. 

To reach this new reality, first several current aspects related to the network world, as they are, for example, its architec-
ture, the user behavior, or the business model based on the traffic exchange must be analyzed. In that sense, a couple of 
problems appear. One of the most extended behaviors of the network users is to have more movies, more songs, more 
pictures, more games, more and more digital data … However, the major piece of this content is useless; movies that will 
never be watched, games that will never be played, software that will never be installed, and so on. Furthermore, people 
buy CDs, DVDs, Blu-rays, hard disks, and so on, only for storing the digital content generated from him or downloaded 
from the Internet, being a waste of physical and logical space. Moreover, the radio, the television, and any of the broad-
cast simple transmission channels have been received with a great audience through the years and they are “online” con-
tent consumed for the user in a scheduled time. Only when the recorders appeared, the people began to store the data 
that they received. The main part of the people who record the content did it to consume it in other place and/or in other 
moment. If they had had the possibility to consume the content directly when they had wanted, it’s sure that they would 
have never used a recorder device. People do not need to store all the content on the world, they need/want to generate, 
distribute their own content and consume, following some kind of access policy, any content of the world at any time. So, 
the design of a different model of media data delivering is needed and it is our proposal, try to find the way to reach this 
new type of network world, starting from the early beginning, redesigning the network architecture.

The business model is another important point to study. Issues about how to access the content, how to account its use, 
or which access policy must be applied for the righted content (not copyrighted because the copy is not an option for a 
long), are some examples that must be studied deeply. Future networks, and the overall future services, will demand 
new business models. In fact, from the beginning of the computer communication networks, the model has already been 
changed several times according to the moment of the history and depending on the technology and solutions applied to 
and over the network, searching the way to satisfy the market requirements in that moment. 

Current Internet is already a media network based on P2P traffic and on the Youtube VoD (Video on Demand) model, 
where a little part of the Internet users generates the major part of the global IP traffic. Today, the media data from the 
P2P and the VoD services, as several reports [2][3][4] about the Internet recognize, represent around the 80% of the global 
Internet traffic. The convergence of television, video, graphics, audio and networks is a fact. The barrier is on the current 
state of the Internet and the associated hybrid-networking infrastructure that requires an enormous amount of effort and 
fine-tuning to transmit high quality media. 

Must be though that current network started as a computer networking revolution, and now the Internet is evolving as a 
user driven network more and more, based in media content of all kinds. So, the change in our traditional paradigm of 
an information and communication network based in computers and telecommunications is clear towards a new media 
network, for sharing all kind of cultural knowledge, science, technology, arts and games.
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Cultural and creative media industries can play now for the Network of the Future the role that computer and telecom-
munication industries played in the first Internet. If science and technology communities were instrumental in providing 
the initial critical mass of public for the first generation Internet, now creative communities from music, video, cinema, 
and a broad range of arts and cultures can play a similar role providing the critical qualified mass of public, specially 
young, for the new applications and services. Really, users are coming from passive looking attitudes at digital media, to 
a more social participation in net medias, to even more creative attitude in new media networks environments. Their 
interest in media content is growing amazingly in these days, but will do it more and more in the next future. That 
means the people are the new driving force in the design of future Internet.

So, the Future of Internet must be thought starting from this new reality, where the Internet user is continuously consum-
ing media (music, TV series ...), and beginning to offer some self generated videos. In fact, they can already benefit from 
cheap full high definition screens, cameras and video recorders, so soon good quality content will  be generated by peo-
ple at home, conventional simplex broadcast connections will change to full duplex connections, where the user can in-
teract with the content and even generate it. The problem is that the current Internet is not ready for this convergence 
between the real media world and networks. 

Media Layer is the first stage on this new online media/data world, the easier transport architecture possible which al-
lows the “perfect” or at least the better transmission of the most restrictive data on time and quality over the network, 
the media.

In section II, a brief state of the art on media technologies and the current research activity in this field will be presented, 
in order to extract some concepts that could be useful in the definition of the Media Layer. After, in section III, the ten-
dency of the current Internet users will be shown with statistical data, in order to figure out future uses of the network 
according to actual tendencies. Then, in section IV, the Media Layer  concept will  be introduced as a  new paradigm for 
the media network world. And finally, in section V, conclusions are presented.  

Section II. A media driven network

During last years, the research community has carried out a large research activity in networking and grid eInfrastruc-
tures, concluding with new types of networks and distributed computing models of communication. In the mid 80s, the 
research activity was focused on the Networking Layer (the lower layers of the stack) in order to improve overall quality 
of the end-to-end transmission. In the mid 90s, the telecom boom advertised that networks were ready for the end user, 
and then the trend of collaborative environments appeared, where networks were used only as a  transport tool and it 
was necessary to work on distributed solutions. The Supercomputing or more recently the P2P were, and still are, the 
research lines for searching these solutions, in the layer called GRID or distributed computing. Today, the research is 
focused on the next two emerging layers. The first one is the Scientific Data Layer, where all the data to be processed and 
transported in the previous ones will be collected. Scientific Data Layer deploys data repositories for the scientific com-
munity and future generations of scientist supporting, in a coordinated way, digital libraries, archives, data storage, ac-
cess to information and the necessary pooling of resources [6]. The second one is a new Multimedia Layer, specifically 
focused on the convergence of advanced graphics, media and live videoconferencing, which enables any kind of multi-
media data exchange between users on a computer network. Multimedia Layer is able to communicate directly with 
Scientific Layer, with GRID Layer, or with Network Layer. This fact depends on the multimedia application and/or the 
type of network runs. 

Layers of research activity
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This is the trend on research activity, Scientific and Multimedia Layer. More and more today, the next generation optical 
networks are growing on capacity and enabling lots of different services, but who really uses this huge capacity is the 
multimedia one. It’s usual today, or not strange, that a talk about media  appears in pure optical conferences, about how 
to use the available bandwidth on these networks. So, the research is everywhere on the stack, but in this new layer as 
well, and with a pretty hard importance. 

Current multimedia research activity has been and still is focused on how to adapt the media to the existing network 
stack, normally defining some mid layer that provides the specific demanding features for this type of traffic. RTP/RTCP, 
RTP for uncompressed video, MPEG-TS, and so on, are well-known examples of these mid layers designed for this rea-
son, to adapt the media content to the TCP/IP network. Today new mid layers are being designed for the new emerging 
media formats, such as the redesign of RTP used to transport uncompressed HD video HD-SDI. All these mid layers are 
designed to adapt the media data to the Internet, over the classical stack of communications designed in the 70s to 
transmit computer data from end-to-end user. 

The mid layers or protocols are presented in the graphic below. From the left side, the OSI model, the TCP/IP stack and 
the protocols adopted for the media transport.

Current mid layers or protocols used for media

Section III. A user driven network

Few years ago, after the revolution of the WWW and the spreading of the Internet to the end user, the highest percentage 
of the traffic in the backbone was HTTP. Recently, this tendency has changed towards the P2P traffic and the exchange of 
media data between users or providers and users. This changing of networking user habits affects to the concept of the 
usage of the network (process is in the ends not in the core of the network), the model used to communicate the different 
users (server – client model vs P2P model), and the type of content transmitted. Different studies of the Internet user 
behavior, as for example the ipoque Internet Study 2007 report [2], the PEW Internet & American life project’s Online 
Video report [3], the Exabyte Era report from CISCO [4], or Harris Interactive Polls reports [5], reflect for one side this 
new trend towards the P2P world and, for the other one, that media is the major content type transmitted as over P2P as 
over the traditional model network. 

In ipoque Internet Study 2007 has been analyzed the Internet traffic in five regions, and determines the P2P traffic has the 
higher percentage, around the third of four parts, of the global traffic on the world. In the graphic below, the protocol 
type distribution in Germany is shown, as an example of this trend. Other important point is the streaming protocols, 
which represent the third protocol type more used for the network user. According to PEW Internet & American Life 
Project’s Online Video report, the 57% of online adults and the 74% of young adults use internet to watch or download 
video. In Harris Interactive Polls, is reflected that around the 74% of adults have ever watched videos online, growing to 
the 85% in young people, and the 31% of adults and 42% of young people with Internet access watch at least one online 
video per week.
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Source: ipoque Internet Study 2007 [2] 

Analyzing this global P2P traffic, the highest amount of data transmitted is media (as can be seen in the graphic below). 
Any type of video (TV, Porn, Movies, Anime, TV Shows, Amateur videos, etc), music, pictures and games are the most 
usually data exchanged in this environment. “Much of  the impact of video will be in form of peer-to-peer (P2P) file  exchange” 
and “As high-definition video content makes its way onto P2P networks, P2P traffic will  grow at about 33  percent per year, decreas-
ing  only slightly to 30 percent per  year in 2011” are quotations in the “Exabyte Era” report from CISCO on 2008.  In this re-
port is presented the overall idea extracted from the data presented bottom, Internet video is today what will be the traf-
fic of the future networks. According to this report, Internet video is in the initial stage, where “Global online video traffic is 
still  relatively modest at 18 percent of consumer Internet traffic and 13 percent of total Internet traffic“. The next stages of this 
Internet video include video to the TV screens breaking the PC limitation, and the full  video communications world be-
yond 2015. This is the forecast of CISCO about Internet video.

CISCO forecast about Internet video [4]

This is also our envision; the future network will be a network architecture that will provide any content to users in a 
online way, using the “streaming” mechanism or something similar as a main type of traffic used. The trend is clear; us-
ers more and more use VoD platforms as Youtube, Flash Video, and so on, not only to watch a piece of some video but to 
learn from a visual manual, from some old documental, or simply watch the news. This way of using the Internet is 
opened to everyone, not only the youngest but also the oldest that find on these platforms a useful tool to do any kind of 
activity. 
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Section IV. Media Layer Concept network

From the beginning, the humanity has searched the way to communicate between them, whether it be by drawing on a 
cavern wall or by a 3G videoconference. The main or important point is the communication, the idea of transmitting any 
information, any idea, any concept, from one person to another or from one point to another, guided by several  rules and 
using some format. In the digital media communications world, video formats as MPEG-1/2/4 are standards de facto 
used today in almost every environment to encode/decode and/or transport the media data. From the first DVDs and 
the newest satellite HDTV transmissions, to the mp3 music, these audio/video/data  formats have done the hard work of 
transforming the analog or digital media data to a specific format data ready to be transported according the physical 
medium (hard (Storage, CDs, DVDs…) or network).

Synchronization between different streams (ie, audio and video), timing between sender and receiver, and data type 
identification are some functions done by these type of video / audio / data formats, essentials for any kind of media 
flow transmission over any type of medium.

Media Layer is a basic concept of the new media networking paradigm. It tries to redesign, in the first stage, the commu-
nication networks in order to support, in a simplified way, the creation, sharing, distribution… of any kind of content, 
media or data as a service or resource, between people and people, between people and machines and between ma-
chines. 

The philosophy of Media Layer is to become the de facto transport standard for everything, working for both, data and 
multimedia content. In fact, if the Media layer is able to guarantee the media restrictive requirements in a live transmis-
sion or in a videoconference (delay, jitter, integrity…), only with some modifications could guarantee the reliability of all 
kind of traffic. 

The graphic below shows the general vision of the media layer. 

Media Layer concept

This paradigm implies new requirements for the traditional network architectures, designed to work over a hostile net-
work (physical errors, losses, congestion…). Moreover, the protocols and applications (Multicast, RTP/RTCP...), used 
currently for transmitting media data over the current hard controlled network are now the basis for the new media 
network. So, every feature, mechanism and idea applied to these current media protocols are the first step to design the 
features, mechanisms, operations and so on, for a new architecture, the Media Layer. 

IP, TCP and UDP are nearly 40 years old and RTP is about 15 years old. They have worked during these times really 
good, although as explained before, current network data traffic has changed a lot, and currently these old protocols be-
come sometimes a problem instead of a solution or the best way of work.

First of all it is important to find different media traffics, in order to find different requirements and/or scenarios. In this 
environment it is understood as different traffics, these traffics that have different requirements. It is easy to find the dif-
ferent requirements in the same video transmission, when it is done online, where jitter, or delay, for example, could 
generate important problems, or offline where these problems disappear and may be data integrity becomes the most 
important one.
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Until now, media has always been adapted to this data based network using several application protocols, enabling fea-
tures needed for the media communication without upgrading the existing ones, according to the traditional stack. As a 
result, lots of unnecessary overhead, mechanisms coexist in the current stack, decreasing the network performance and 
increasing the computational cost. And this is only the most obviously point. Networks are now powerful enough to 
support these new media formats so it is time to adapt these new generation networks to the new high quality media 
content.

Seems clear then, that new protocols are needed, and they have to be designed accordingly to these new media content 
and future user requirements, making possible this kind of transmission in an easier  way. Also, media streaming is the 
most restrictive type of data transmission (strict on time and reliability), so if the network is ready for  these kind of 
transmissions, it will be implicitly ready for all other kind of data traffics. So, the objective should be to design a network 
for the worst case, the media transmission with high restriction on time, quality, and reliability always without forbid-
ding the others. This involves that also this new Media Layer will  be able to provide a fast and reliable transmission be-
tween users to transport any kind of data.  

Regarding to the waste of resources on the current traditional architecture, the error control is one of them, because this 
operation is repeated several times in the whole stack. For example, the error detection and/or correction is done in 
physical layer or in data link layer (ie, in Ethernet the Frame Check Sequence (FCS) or in Wi-Fi the retransmissions at 
MAC layer), and repeated again in the IP and TCP or UDP layers. Things like that, such as an extra overhead (easily 
solved in the broadband networks) but also extra computing to generate and check all these values, generate some prob-
lems. In that way, some solutions as the Checksum Offloading [7][8] have been proposed. For illustrating this problem, if 
it is calculated the amount of 1’s complement sums realized in an HD-SDI 1080/60i 4:2:2 transmission in the repeated 
Checksum calculus, assuming the worst stack possible (TCP over IP) and the ideal case where the overall time used to do 
a sum is the 2 operations CPU time.

Numbers of sums in TCP layer with a MSS of 1460 bytes:

Number of sums in the IP layer:

Number of packets per second:

Number of sums per second for the TCP/IP checksums:

Using a 3 GHz CPU we will use, and assuming the case where a sum requires only 2 operations:

So it’s “lost” around 43 ms per second, in this case and in similar ones using RTP or UDP or even jumbo frames (see an-
nex), rechecking that the packet is not corrupted, already done in lower layers. Somebody could think that this percent-
age is negligible, but this is the ideal case per flow, and it’s usually that through a network device or in a host, several 
flows are running at the same time, increasing the CPU time dedicated to this replicated tasks. Such issues should be 
changed, new applications more restrictive on time, processing… needs a fine tunning that should start from lower lay-
ers.
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= 10 sums/packet

(1460 bytes of payload + 20 bytes of header + 12 bytes of pseudoheader) /packet

2 bytes/sum
= 746 sums/packet

64423296 sums/sec

3! 109 operations/sec
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A packet with IP/UDP/RTP has 20 bytes in IP header, plus 8 bytes in UDP plus 20 bytes more in RTP, so 48 bytes assum-
ing that there is not additional information (Option fields), many of them useless today. Must be thought that TCP/IP 
network was designed to work over any type of network, and for any type of application. Its objective is to transport 
data from end to end, by two different ways, reliable (using TCP) or fast (using UDP), with the features that the design-
ers thought that would be needed for each case. 

As example of useless fields on the current stack, when MPEG-TS (well self structured media format with several infor-
mation used to “transport” media stream) is sent over the network, a lot of headers and additional information about the 
stream are added, for example in the RTP header, increasing the amount of additional information, resulting in a waste 
of time and resources. This is an important signal that these protocols need a hard redesign or to be replaced. Histori-
cally, the evolution has been based on adding extra information in higher layers, instead of using the capacities and fea-
tures of the existing ones. 

After all  the concepts presented before, the features that should have the Media Layer, in order to reach the simplest ar-
chitecture possible able to transport any kind of traffic by the best way in terms of efficiency, reliability, and latency, are 
forecasted and presented at follows.

It is important to remark that the features of the future media network exposed in this paper are a first approach, based 
on the experience on the current network architecture, and specifically on the current media protocols designed for 
working today. In the next stages some of them could be modified, deleted or new ones could be added. 

First of all, the closer future core network is forecasted as an Ethernet based network at Level 2, native Ethernet over 
fibre, simply Ethernet over OTN (Optical Transport Network) or over any newer optical technology, as for example OBS 
(Optical  Burst Switching). These solutions at Level 1 and 2, for the next generation networks, are already in use, and will 
be the most spread technologies used in the advanced research networks.

This future media network must be designed, on the first step, thinking on Ethernet as the lower layer. In that sense, 
there are three possibilities to communicate high layers with lowers:

1. A stand-alone layer, with may be some features performed in several layers, as in the current TCP/IP stack.

2. A layer formed by shared fields from layers in order to do not repeat functionalities.

3. Cross-layer solution.

4. An intermediate solution, where some functionalities could be repeated.

                     
Media Layer PDU

Basically Ethernet based networks, as one of the easiest network operation, provides a non duplicated and sequenced 
data flow between well-identified stations without errors. Also, adding extra header information could provide more 
capabilities, as VLANs and Class of Service (CoS), enabling the differentiation between data flows. In that sense, it’s like 
a virtual circuit network, there is only a possible active path between a pair of stations. To receive sequenced data in-
creases the QoS of the network that is so important for media traffic, and useful for any type of data. 
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The sequenced data feature on Ethernet is useful with a sequence number to detect losses on the network quickly with-
out a waste of time waiting the lost packet, very useful especially in real-time applications. That means, if it is received a 
later packet, for example the 4th, before the previous one, implies directly that the 3rd has been lost.  

Other important issue related with the Ethernet is the error control. As was mentioned before, several checksums on the 
current stack spend too much CPU time, recalculating something that is already controlled in lower layers. Seems logical 
that the error control will  be performed in the lowest layer, so if it is assured in lower layers the error free connection, 
that means a free error for all the higher layers, which will not have to recheck data integrity. Taking into account that the 
current evolution of the error on the medium, the future networks will have the lowest BERs possible, and then with an 
error control in lower layers, it will be possible to remove these error detection/correction procedures from higher layers.

The possibility of performing the higher error checking in the transmission ends could be a middle solution between 
both, but only if finally is wanted to create a stand alone solution. 

Until now has been presented the features performed by Ethernet based networks. Now it is time to introduce the fea-
tures that Media Layer should have in this next generation core network. The Media Layer features should have/be:

• Unique container for any type of data (media and data).

• Availability [9]: data and services should have high availability, in terms of both reliability and low latency.

• Based on ANA [11] project goal, and quoting [12] Media Layer should be “a long-term solution for current and 
future networking providing support for evolution in the sense that new requirements can be addressed by 
new solutions without breaking the architecture”.

• Sequence number will perform data losses detection and flow control. Helped with the sequenced data fea-
ture of Ethernet, it’s the easiest possible way to detect losses on the data flow, and then apply the appropriated 
control policy, that will be different for each type of traffic.

• Payload Identifier. Used to differentiate the payload according its nature (broadcast media, real-time media, 
data…) and then to be able to perform the specific operation for it. For example, if the payload is media data, 
the reliability will be less important than the delay, or if the payload is FTP data requirements will be the con-
trary. This payload identifier could be related with the CoS in Ethernet, so, a mapping between these two lay-
ers could be defined, in order to perform a type of service for each type of payload transported. 

• Local Routing based on Ethernet bridging operation. In that sense, we forecast a routing architecture based on 
the proximity and the use of some mechanism or protocol to find the content or service, not simply the host. It 
means that the core network will be only a high capacity transport network, able to transport faster the data 
from a certain region to others. The well-known location of a specific resource will be done in the local region, 
related to the addresses or identifiers map, using content locators, adaptations of P2P and P4P [13] searching 
algorithms, data and service DNS [9], HIP [10], or some new techniques that can be proposed or developed. 
Related to this issue, the type of addressing used in this routing architecture is another point to study. Other-
wise, the first step should be the use IPv4 or IPv6 as a host identifier in order to be compatible with the current 
network devices and applications.

• Port identifier or name to enable the location of the contents or services inside the host. In that point, to study 
how the location of content or the service in the global environment will be carry out will be very important, 
because, depending on that, this field could be negligible.  

• Security and access policies. It should be provided by lower layers or applications and according to the busi-
ness plan defined for this new media network.

• Be able to help the application layer to enable an end-user transparent use. The future users do not have to be 
experts on network, so, must be found the way to perform an easy interface between the user and the Media 
Layer.
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• It should be able to support point to point, point to multipoint and multipoint to multipoint communications.

• Adaptive headers. Assuming that there is only a  unique container and that it is possible to differentiate be-
tween types of content/data carried in the payload with the payload identifier, headers fields will have differ-
ent meanings in order to gather content requirements. As an example, a possible timestamp used in media 
content can be used as an extra error correction/detection for a data transmission.. 

• Application Sequence number would be used to control  the reception of a set of packets that belong to the 
same application entity. For example, in a HD-SDI transmission, the video data frame is split up in several 
packets, that all of them should contain in their headers the same application sequence identifier, in order to 
know on the reception side which packets belongs to a certain video data frame, and act in consequence.

It is planned to have different versions of this redesign. The first design, in a closer future, consists of modifying or join-
ing the RTP, UDP and/or TCP, and some features from IP, but not IP at all, for example the addressing that enable the 
already existing routing must be kept without changing right now. Another version, more futuristic and only possible if 
the network continues with its great improvements and capacities, will be able to remove even the IP addresses and find 
the data and services by other mechanism, such as DONA architecture [9] proposes. All the research carried out now and 
in the near future, will define the technologies and mechanisms that will  be applied to the Media Layer for supplying the 
user and network requirements on the research activity. 

Today, there are some really interesting projects in the whole world, such as the synchronous Ethernet, that wants to syn-
chronize the PCs clocks giving even more sense to the video timestamps, really important in different streams synchro-
nization, or content locators that can substitute in some environments the DNS, etc. that will enable a part of this final 
solution. 

As was mentioned before, this paper just introduced the first outlines about what will be the new network architecture 
for the new digital world, and which are the basic features that should have

Section V. Conclusions

In this paper, the Media Layer is introduced. A Media Layer needed to give response to the rapid evolution of Internet 
towards a true media exchange space between people and people and between people and machines, which supports 
the creation, sharing and distribution of any kind of content, media or data as a service or  as a resource. Giving support 
to a real Lab for people, to share, work together, innovate together, a virtual space for living the future world.   

This new clean-slate redesign simplifies the existing one by focusing on the real needs existing to transport media end to 
end, by using the existing lower layers to move the content and data. The functions remaining to the Media Layer have 
to be defined and re-implemented, but having in mind that has to be done for the media transport, with the implications 
it has. 

The Media Layer presented here is the first step of the journey towards the future media world. The current network, its 
mechanisms and protocols used today to adapt the network to the new user requirement and traffic have been analyzed.

A new layer has born of the knowledge got from the previous analysis and the new requirements in order to avoid old 
problems and solve the new ones. This is the Media Layer concept, the first piece of the future media world.
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Annex

Other cases of checksum unnecessary rechecking causing  a CPU waste of  time, using  the example of transmitting a 
HD-SDI stream. 

A) IP + TCP + RTP

Numbers of sums in TCP layer with a MSS of 1460 bytes:

Number of sums in the IP layer:

Number of packets per second:

Number of sums per second for the TCP/IP checksums:

Using a 3 GHz CPU we will use, and assuming the case where a sum requires only 2 operations:

B) IP + UDP + RTP

Numbers of sums in UDP layer with a maximum payload length of 1472 bytes:

Number of sums in the IP layer:

Number of packets per second:

Number of sums per second for the UDP/IP checksums:

Using a 3 GHz CPU we will use, and assuming the case where a sum requires only 2 operations:

20 bytes of header

2 bytes/sum
= 10 sums/packet

20 bytes of header

2 bytes/sum
= 10 sums/packet

12

(1460 bytes of payload + 20 bytes of header + 12 bytes of pseudoheader) /packet

2 bytes/sum
= 746 sums/packet

1920 pixels/line! 1080 lines! 2 bytes/pixel ! 30 frames/sec

(1460 bytes" 12 bytes of RTP header)/packet
# 85923 packets/sec

756 sums/packet! 85923 packets/sec " 64957788 sums/sec

64957788 sums/sec

3! 109 operations/sec
! 2 operations/sum! 100 " 4, 29% of the CPU time

64423296 sums/sec

3! 109 operations/sec
! 2 operations/sum! 100 " 4, 29% of the CPU time

(1472 bytes of payload + 8 bytes of header + 12 bytes of pseudoheader) /packet

2 bytes/sum
= 746 sums/packet

1920 pixels/line! 1080 lines! 2 bytes/pixel ! 30 frames/sec

(1472 bytes" 12 bytesRTP header) /packet
# 85216 packets/sec

756 sums/packet! 85216 packets/sec " 64423296 sums/sec



C) IP + TCP + RTP (with jumbo frames)

Numbers of sums in TCP layer with a MSS of 8960 bytes:

Number of sums in the IP layer:

Number of packets per second:

Number of sums per second for the TCP/IP checksums:

Using a 3 GHz CPU we will use, and assuming the case where a sum requires only 2 operations:

D) IP + UDP + RTP (with jumbo frames)

Numbers of sums in UDP layer with maximum payload length of 8972 bytes:

Number of sums in the IP layer:

Number of packets per second:

Number of sums per second for the UDP/IP checksums:

Using a 3 GHz CPU we will use, and assuming the case where a sum requires only 2 operations:

20 bytes of header

2 bytes/sum
= 10 sums/packet

20 bytes of header

2 bytes/sum
= 10 sums/packet

13

62512384 sums/sec

3! 109 operations/sec
! 2 operations/sum! 100 " 4, 17% of the CPU time

62570316 su ms / sec
3! 109 oper a t ions / sec

! 2 oper a t ions / su m ! 100 " 4, 17% o f the C P U t i me

(8960 bytes of payload + 20 bytes of header + 12 bytes of pseudoheader) /packet

2 bytes/sum
= 4496 sums/packet

(8972 bytes of payload + 8 bytes of header + 12 bytes of pseudoheader) /packet

2 bytes/sum
= 4496 sums/packet

1920 pixels/line! 1080 lines! 2 bytes/pixel ! 30 frames/sec

(8972 bytes" 12 bytes of RTP header) /packet
# 13886 packets/sec

1920 pixels/line! 1080 lines! 2 bytes/pixel ! 30 frames/sec

(8960 bytes" 12 bytes of RTP header) /packet
# 13904 packets/sec

4496 sums/packet! 13904 packets/sec " 62512384 sums/sec

4496 sums/packet! 13886 packets/sec " 62570316 sums/sec


